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Abstract. Lightningdischarges
radiate the bulk of their electromagnetic
energyin the

very low frequency(VLF, 3-30 kHz) and extremelylow frequency(ELF, 3-3000Hz)
bands. This energy,containedin impulse-likesignalscalledradio atmospherics
or sferics,
is guidedfor longdistancesby multiplereflectionsfrom the groundand lowerionosphere.
This suggests
that observed
sfericwaveforms
radiatedfrom lightningand receivedat long
distances(>1000 kin) from the sourcestrokecontaininformationabout the state of the
ionospherealong the propagation path. The focus of this work is on the extraction of

nighttimeD regionelectrondensities(in the altituderangeof •-70-95 km) fromobserved
VLF sferics.In orderto accuratelyinterpretobservedsfericcharacteristics,
we developa
modelof sfericpropagationwhichis basedon an existingfrequencydomainsubionospheric
VLF propagationcode. The model showsthat the spectral characteristicsof VLF sferics

dependprimarilyon the propagationpath averagedionospheric
D regionelectrondensity
profile, coveringthe range of electrondensitiesfrom --• l0 ø to l03 cm-3 To infer the D
regiondensityfrom observedVLF sferics,we find the electrondensityprofilethat produces
a modeledsfericspectrumthat most closelymatchesan observedsfericspectrum. In
most nighttime casesthe quality of the agreementand the uncertaintiesinvolvedallow the
heightof an exponentiallyvaryingelectrondensityprofileto be inferredwith a precisionof
•00.2 km.

1.

Introduction

and by the ground and thus propagates in a guided
fashion between these two boundaries, which form
what is known as the Earth-ionosphere waveguide.

Radio atmospherics(or sferics,for short) are the
electromagnetic
signalslaunchedby individuallightning discharges.Lightning radiates electromagnetic This guided propagation occurswith low attenuation
rates (a few decibelsper 1000 km [Taylor, 1960]),
energy over an extremely wide bandwidth, from a few

hertz[BurkeandJones,1992]to manytensof mega- allowing VLF and ELF sferics to be observed lithertz [Weidmanand Krider, 1986]. However,most erally around the world from their source lightning
of the energyis radiated in the very low frequency

(VLF, 3-30 kHz) andextremelylowfrequency
(ELF,
3-3000 Hz) bands. VLF and ELF energyradiated
near the ground is reflected by the lower ionosphere

Copyright1998by the AmericanGeophysical
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discharge. The characteristics of observedsferics are
thus determined in large part by the propagation effects introduced by the Earth-ionosphere waveguide,
and observedsfericscould be usedto remotely sense
the variable upper boundary, namely the lower ionosphere.
It is generally difficult to measurethe ionospheric

D region (<95 km) electrondensity, especiallyat
night. Ionosondesand incoherent scatter radars usu-
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ally do not receivesignificantechosfrom this region,
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wherethe electrondensityis typically < 103 cm-3
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[Hargreaves,
1992;Mathewset al., 1982],and the D

study wideband VLF attenuation and phasevelocity

region is too low in altitude for conventional satellites to make in situ measurementsyet too high for
balloons. A summary of D region measurementtech-

[Jeanet al., 1960; Taylor, 1960]. More recentwork

niquescan be foundin the work of Sechrist[1974].
Most D region measurementsto date have been made
with rockets, either with Langmuir probes measuring in situ electron density or with HF transmitters,
the signals from which are received on the ground
and usedto infer the electron density of the medium

throughwhichthe signalspropagated[Mechtlyet al.,
1967].
The fact that VLF waves are almost completely
reflected by the D region makes them a useful tool
for measuringelectron density in this altitude range.
Steep and oblique incidenceVLF and LF radio wave
reflection data have been inverted to derive D region

•ith

measurements

have also been used to estimate

D re-

and theo-

retical understandingof the long-delayedsferic com-

ponentswhich form the "tweek" [Yamashita,1978;
Ryabov,1992; Yedemsky
et al., 1992],whileotherresearch

has used measured

sferics to determine

the

distance and geographic bearing to the source dischargeand to estimate the ionosphericreflection alti-

tude alongthe propagationpath [Kumaret al., 1994;
Hayakawaet al., 1994]. Rafalskyet al. [1995]employed a technique similar to that usedin this work to
infer the effective ionosphericreflection height from
sferic observations, but the precision of the method
was somewhat limited by the fact that the precise
source locations

electrondensityprofiles[Deeks,1966; Thomasand
2.
Harrison, 1970]. Single-frequency
VLF propagation
gion electron density parameters along a given prop-

sferics has focused on measurements

Sferic

were not known.

Observations

The sferics presented in this work were recorded
with the Stanford University VLF radiometer

agationpath [Bickelet al., 1970; Thomson,1993].

[Fraser-Smithand Helliwell, 1985] with a triangu-

In this work we develop a new D region measurement technique based on wideband, long-distance
VLF propagation effects observed in sferics. In order to accurately interpret observed sferic characteristics, we first develop a model of sferic propagation that is based on an existing frequency do-

lar loop receiving antenna oriented •95 ø east of geographic north. The receiver is located at 37.43øN,
122.16øW. The digitized magnetic field has a 3 dB
bandwidth

from 420 Hz to 20 kHz.

There is an uncer-

tainty of •5% in the absoluteamplitude calibration
for the data; however, this uncertainty does not afmainsubionospheric
VLF propagationcode[Pappert fect the ionosphericmeasurementsmade in this work,
and Ferguson,1986]. To infer the D regiondensity which do not depend on the absolutefield amplitude.

from VLF sferic observations, we find the electron

density profile (in a two-parameterfamily of profiles) that producesa modeledsfericspectrumthat

2.1.

Individual

Sferics

most closely matches an observed sferic spectrum.
This technique is significantly different from most of
those mentioned above in that it is not a point measurement; rather, it is sensitive to the average electron density profile acrossthe entire path, making
it uniquely capable of measuring electron density of
large regions.
There are significant differences between sferics
observedunder nighttime and daytime ionospheres

at Stanford from a relatively large (-56 kA peak
current) cloud-to-ground(CG) lightning discharge

Figure la showsa typical sfericwaveform received

that

occurred

in the midwestern

United

States.

The

semidiscrete pulses in the tail of the waveform can
be interpreted as signalswhich propagated along individual ray paths with a different number of reflec-

tionsfromthe groundand ionosphere[Chapmanand
Pierce,1957]. Figure lb showsa spectrogram(produced using a method described by Kim and Ling

[Chapmanand Pierce,1957]becausethe D region [1993]designedfor signalsof this type) of this waveionosphereis a significantlybetter reflectorat night form. The time-frequency representationof the sferic
than during the day. Much of the information con- showsit to be a superpositionof dispersedelements
tained in nighttime sfericsis simply not present in whosegroup velocity is slownear their particular cutdaytime sferics,and for this reasonwe only consider off frequencies.Each of these elementsrepresentsan
the measurementof nighttime D region profilesfrom individual mode in the Earth-ionospherewaveguide.
sferic measurements.
Figure lc shows the amplitude of the sferic in the
Observed sfericshave been used in the past to
frequencydomain, computed using the fast Fourier
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Figure 1. (a) waveform,(b) spectrogram,and (c)
spectrum of a representativelarge sferic.

transform(FFT). The amplitudevariationswith frequency are created by the constructive and destructive interference of waveguide modes with phase velocities which vary with frequency at different rates.

At lower frequencies(from ,•3 to 8 kHz) the amplitude variations are fairly simple because of the
small number of modes. At higher frequencies,more
modes are involved, and the interference produces
more complicated variations.
All of these sferic representationscontain the same
information about the ionosphere since they were
created by the propagation of the signal in the Earthionospherewaveguide. However, the information we
are after is most readily quantified in the spectral
amplitude, and it is from this quantity that the ionospheric measurement will be extracted.
2.2.

REMOTE

SENSING
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inated from a small geographiclocation so that the
propagationeffectson their spectrum are identical.

a. 0.5 .....

0
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Sferic Averaging

The noise level in the spectrum of a single observed sferic is low enough that the fine structure
is visible, but an improvement in the signal-to-noise
ratio should provide a more accurate D region electron density measurement. This can be accomplished
with standard superposedepoch analysis, in which
a number of individual sferics are accurately time
aligned and averagedto decreasethe noiseand isolate
the signal of interest. However, care must be taken
to averageonly sfericsthat are known to have orig-

The National LightningDetectionNetwork (NLDN)
providesthe location and time of an individual dischargeto an accuracyof a few kilometersand better than 1 ms [Bernsteinet al., 1996],whichallows
the unique identification of the sourcelocation of an
individual sferic (which also must be known to accurately model the sfericpropagation). To produce
an averagesfericspectrum,we averagethe sfericsdetermined by the NLDN to have originated in a 0.5ø
latitude by 0.5ø longituderegion(•56 km by 48 km
at latitudes of the continentalUnited States). The
sfericsare taken from a 30 min period, which is long
enoughto include enoughsfericsfor effectiveaveraging but is short enoughthat the large-scaleD region
density is not likely to changesignificantly. For the

periods consideredin this work the distribution of
sferic amplitudes included in the averagingspansapproximately a factor of 4, with the majority of sferics
having a peak amplitude near the center of this distribution, so that the averagespectra computed are
not dominated by a small number of sferics.
The noise level can also be improved by taking
advantage of the fact that after the first few millisec:
onds of the sferic, only frequency components below

-•10 kHz remain (this is becausethe long-delayed,
near-cutoff componentsbecome strongly attenuated

with increasingfrequency). Thus, before averaging,
the individual sferic waveforms are low-pass-filtered
below 10 kHz after 4 ms from their onset, thereby
significantly reducing the noise level above 10 kHz.
As an example of the overall averaging and filtering procedure, we show observations from July 22,
1996, between 0415 and 0445 UT. There were 59
sferics launched from the region 37.3ø-37.8øN and
99.4ø-99.9øW

that met the criteria

to be included

in

the averaging. The first 18 ms of each sferic were
included in the temporal averaging. Figure 2 shows
the averagesfericspectral amplitude on two different
scalesto highlight the details of the signal. A comparison of this spectrum with that of the individual
sferic in Figure 1 clearly shows that the averaging
significantly improves the signal-to-noiseratio and
reinforces the fine spectral features that we will use
as the basis of the D region measurement.

3. Modeling Sferic Propagation
Our D regionmeasurementtechniquecomparesan
averaged observedsferic spectrum against a model
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The wavenumberk = 2•r/•v, Me(•v)is the vertical
electricdipolemomentof the source(and is related
to the sourcecurrentby Me(•v) = -ill/•v, where! is

nT2 -..'-

the sourcecurrent amplitude and l is the length of the

current
channel),
andtheterm[Resin(x/Re)]
-1/2
accountsfor the spreading of the fields over a spher-

ical Earth of radiusRe (note that this term is equiv6
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alentto x-1/2 overshortdistances).
Thesummation
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is overthe significantmodes(evanescent
and strongly
attenuatedmodesare excluded),each of which has

x lds

an index of refraction given by the sine of the corresponding eigenangle•n, and also excitation and receiver factors Atn and Am, in which the altitude dependence of the fields is contained. The reader is re-
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Figure 2. Average sferic spectrum calculated from
59 individual sferics,shown on two frequencyscales
to emphasize the fine structure. The fine structure is
much cleanercomparedto the single-sfericspectrum
in Figure 1.

calculationto infer the ionosphericD region electron
density profile. There are analytical VLF propaga-

To calculate the fields from a broadband source,

onesimplyneedsto calculateBy(•v) overthe range
of frequencies
significantto the problemat hand (in
our case,from 1.5-22 kHz). The resultingsfericspectrum

can be converted

to a time-domain

waveform

with an inverseFourier transform operation, but this
is not necessaryfor our purposes,as we evaluate the
sferic spectra rather than the waveforms.
Most of the propagation effects are contained in

the Atn, Arn, and sin• termsin (1). Many different
tion modelswhich can producesfericspectra[e.g., parameters of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide have
$ukhorukov,1996], but for our purposesthe sferic a significanteffect on these quantities, each of which
propagation model must accurately account for all
of the factors that significantly affect the propagation, suchas the arbitrary orientation of the ambient
magnetic field, the nonperfectly conductingground,
and the effect of ions on the ionospheric medium.
The basis for our sferic model is a single-frequency
VLF-ELF propagation model, called LWPC, which

is addressedindividually in sections3.1-3.5.
3.1.

Ionospheric Electron

Density

For the purposes of low-power VLF propagation
the ionospherecan be fully characterized by its electron and ion density profiles, the correspondingcollision frequency profiles, and the direction and inwas developedby the U.S. Navy [Pappertand Fertensity of any ambient magnetic field. However, the
guson,1986]and which includesall of theseeffects.
altitude range of the ionospherethat plays a role in
This model solvesthe time-harmonic(i.e., single
the guiding of VLF and ELF waves depends on the
frequency)propagationproblemusingmode theory
particular frequencyof interest and limits the region
[Budden,1961],in whichthe fieldsat a distancefrom
that can be probed with this VLF-based technique.
the sourceare describedas a sum of independently
It is known that ELF propagation is affected by elecpropagating waveguide modes.

The transversehorizontalmagneticfield By at a
distancex along the ground from a vertical electric
dipolesourceas a functionof frequencyis

tron densitiesfrom D to F region altitudes (•60300 km) [Pappertand Moler, 1974; Bart, 1977].
However, modeling indicates that for the assumed

electron-neutralcollisionfrequencyprofileof (3) in
section 3.3, VLF propagation from 3 to 22 kHz is
primarily affected only by electron densitiesbetween

100and 103cm-3, and we conclude
that this is the
range of electron densitiesthat is measurableusing
the sferic-basedtechnique in this work.
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The electron density profile in the D region, the
quantity we aim to measure, is known to be highly

time ion measurementsin the presenceof a sporadic
E layer at ,-•90 km, which showeda total positive ion

variable[Budden,1985, p. 12]. We calculatethe

density< 3x102cm-3 below80 km. We assumethat

model sferic spectrum under a number of different
ionospheres
to find that which most closelymatches
the measured sferic spectrum. This procedure requiresa parameterization of the electron density profile so that it can be varied in a controlled

N•+mi'•= 3x102cm-3, except
in section
6.1in which
we investigate the errors introduced by this assumption.

Simulations

this is a level at which

manner.

Throughoutthis paper, we assumethat the D region
electrondensitycan be describedby a two-parameter
exponential profile,

Ne(h)
- 1.43
x 107exp
(-0.15h')

(2)

3.3.

Electron

The two pa-

rametersh' and/• controlthe altitude of the profile
and the sharpnessof the ionospherictransition, respectively. A larger /• implies a more rapid change

and Ion Collision Frequency

The ionospheric electron-neutral collision frequency used in this work is an analytical approxi-

mation of experimentaldata and is givenby [Wait
and Spies,1964]

ßexp[(/•- 0.15)(h- h')] cm-3,
with h' in kilometersand /• in km-•

show that

the effect of ions is significant but not dominant.

1.816x 10TM
exp(-0.15z)s-•,
where z is the altitude

measured

in kilometers.

(3)
The

ion-neutralcollisionfrequencyis given by IMorfitt
and Shellman,1976]

of Ne with altitude. This specific functional form
4.54x109exp(-0.15z) s-•
(4)
has been used with successin previous comparisons
between VLF propagation theory and measurement for both positive and negative ions. The ion and
[e.g., Bickel et al., 1970; Thomson,1993], and it electron collision frequency profiles are known to be
agreeswell with directly observed D region profiles lessvariable than the ion and electron density profiles

[e.g.,Sechrist,1974].
3.2.

Ionospheric Ion Density

The effect of free ions on electromagnetic wave
propagation in the ionosphericcold plasma can be
neglected under many circumstances. However, at
the lower end of the VLF spectrum, the wave frequencyis closeenoughto the ion plasma frequency
and gyrofrequencyto have a potentially significant
effect on wave propagation. Sferic model calculations indicate that both positive and negative ions

are significant(thoughnot dominant),especiallyfor
propagation below 10 kHz, and their effects will be

includedin all of the calculationsherein. Although
many different ion speciesare present at D region
altitudes, the LWPC propagationmodel lumps their
effectinto a singlespecieswith atomic mass32, which
is a reasonable approximation to the known domi-

[Budden,1985,p. 12], and modelinghasshownthat
changing the collision frequenciesby a factor of 2
has only a small effect on sferic propagation. For
these reasonsthe electron and ion collisionfrequency
profiles are assumed to be fixed.
3.4.

Ground and Magnetic

Field Parameters

The ground forms the lower boundary of the
Earth-ionospherewaveguide,while the Earth's magnetic field has a strong effect on the electromagnetic
parameters of the ionospheric plasma. The ground
conductivity,ground permittivity, and ambient magnetic field are treated as homogeneousalong the
waveguide, and they are determined in the LWPC
model from built-in geographicmaps of these quantities. For all of the overland propagationpaths considered in this work, the relative permittivity of the
ground is taken to be 15, and the ground conductiv-

nant species[Narcisiand Bailey,1965]. As a rough ity is between0.01 and 0.03 mho-m-•
approximation to the daytime observationsof Nar-

cisi [1971],we assumethat the positiveion density
is constantbelow the altitude where N• equalssome

Model calcu-

lations show that this measurementtechnique is insensitiveto the precisevalue of the assumedground

conductivityprovidedit is greaterthan ,-• 3 x 10-4
While, in general,loweringconductivity

predetermined
valueN/+min,
sothatN•+ - N•+min. mho.m-•

Abovethisaltitude,N•+ = N•. To maintaincharge does increase VLF attenuation, this effect is someneutrality,
N/- is defined
by Ni- = Ni+ -N•. Nar- what frequencyindependent, and it is only for concisi [1969]reportedrocket-based
midlatitudenight-

ductivities

below this value that

the relative

modal
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attenuation rates changeenoughto disturb the measurement. The magnetic field parameters depend
slightly on the precise path location but are given
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by an amplitudeof •-5.2 x 104nT, a
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Sfericsare radiated by the vertical current-moment
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(current x channellength) in the lightningreturn
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stroke spectra are usually smooth through the VLF

band [Lanzerottiet al., 1989], so in a sfericspec- Figure 4. A comparisonof sferic spectra for two
nighttimeionospheres
with differentvaluesfor •, (a)
two nighttimeD regiondensityprofilesand (b) sferic

trum the broad-scale source effects should be separable from the fine-scale propagation effects. We
will compare the observedand modeled spectra by
focusingonly on the details of the spectrum, making
the measurementtechniqueindependentof the large-

scalespectralvariations(and thereforeindependent
of the sourcespectrum). However,for the complete
modeled and observedsferic spectra to agreewell, we
include a particular functional form for the lightning
current moment waveform in the modeled sferic spec-

tra plotted throughout this work. The model return

strokehas a currentmomentof [Jones,1970]

ß Vo[e_at
Im(t)-zao•-e-bt] [1-e-vt]A.m.(5)
Dennisand Pierce[1964]concluded
from a reviewof
data that reasonableparametervaluesare iao - 20

kA, a - 2 x 104 s-1 b- 2 x 105s-1 Vo- 8 x 107
m.s-1 andT- 3x104 s-1 andthe valuesusedto

spectra for the profiles in Figure 4a.

produce the spectra shown in this work are closeto
these.

4. Effect of Electron Density on the
Sferic Spectrum
Before extracting electron density profiles from
sferics,it will be helpful to understandthe effect of
the electrondensityprofile parametersh/ and/3 on
the characteristicsof sferics. We investigate these effects on a propagationpath of length 1960 km from
37øN, 100øW to Stanford.

4.1. Ionospheric Height h •
Figure 3a shows two nighttime electron density

profileswith differentheights(/3 - 0.5 km-1 and
h• - 85 and 82 km), andFigure3b showsthe theoret-
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ical sferic spectra calculated for each of these profiles.
The differencebetweenthe two spectra is quite clear:
the spectrum correspondingto the higher reflection
height is compressedrelative to that with the lower
reflection height, but it maintains the same general
shape. This effect is not surprising,as a higher waveguide boundary lowers the cutoff frequenciesof individual modesin the waveguide,causingthe compression of the spectrum.
Ionospheric

Sharpness/51

22

Figure 3. A comparisonof sferic spectra for two

The effect of • on sferic characteristics is more subtle. Figure 4a showstwo nighttime electron density

nighttimeionospheres
with differentvaluesfor h/, (a)
two nighttimeD regiondensityprofilesand (b) sferic

km and• = 0.5 and0.4km-1), andFigure4b shows

spectra for the profiles in Figure 3a.

the sferic spectra for each. The spectrum for the

kHz

profileswith differentsharpness
parameters(h• - 85
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/• = 0.4 profile is significantly smoother than that
for /• = 0.5, especially above 10 kHz, and the amplitude of the modal interferencevariations at lower
frequenciesis slightly smallerfor the smaller/•. Qualitatively, these effectsare expected, sincethe sharper
ionosphereis a better reflector and this improved
reflection correspondinglydecreasesthe attenuation
of the most vertically propagating modes, namely
those

near

cutoff.

This

decreased

attenuation

The above analysisshowsthat the effectsof h• and
/• are significant in both the sferic waveforms and
sferic spectra for a nighttime ionosphere, and thus
they should be distinguishablein observedsferics.

5. Ionospheric Measurement
Examples

the fine features

of the observed

and

modeled sferic spectra. An effective way to extract
these fine features is to normalize the spectrum by a
smoothedversion of the same spectrum to produce a
new function containing only the smaller variations
of the original. Figure 5 showsan example of this
detail

extraction.

•1

/

I

I

:

:

•

I

Figure 6. Map showingthe sferic receiver location

(Stanford) and the lightning sourceregion on July
22, 1996, 0415-0445 UT.

for each

of the two spectra to be compared, the agreement
between the two functions is quantified by F -

Y•(DobservedDrnodeled)
2, summed
overfrequencies
from 4 to 20 kHz. A smaller F indicates better agreement between theory and observation, and the location of the minimum in •-h • gives the extracted
ionospheric parameters. Frequencies below 4 kHz
are excluded because they consistently show variations that are not predicted by the propagation
model. These variations are possibly due to interferencewith the quasi-transverseelectromagneticmode

(QTEM) of the Earth-ionospherewaveguide,which
is usually strongly attenuated at frequencies>1 kHz

[Bart, 1977].The propagationof the QTEM modeis
influencedby the E and F regionsof the ionosphere;
thus its presenceinterferes with the proposed D re-

_ x10'5
•.

X•sou.rce•

1787

Once this detail function D is calculated

We are now ready to extract the ionospheric parameters h• and /• by comparing the fine features
of an observed sferic spectrum with those from a
number of modeled spectra to find the parameters
which produce the best agreement. However, we
need to construct a way of quantifying the agreebetween
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counts for the increased amplitude of these modes,
in turn enhancingthe modal interference variations.
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We first present a D region measurement made
from sferics propagating over a single path. The
sfericsused here are from a storm on July 22, 1996,
between 0415 and 0445 UT. As shown in Figure 6,

the source strokes from

latitudes

37.3ø-37.8øN

and

longitudes 99.4ø-99.9øW launched sfericsthat were
received at Stanford, 1975 km away from the center
of this source region.
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
The averagemeasuredsferic spectrum for this case
kHz
was shown in Figure 2. Figure 7a showsa contour
Figure 5. Demonstrationof spectraldetail extrac- plot of F versus• and h• for this path and time petion showing(a) modeledunsmoothedand smoothed riod. The best agreement is at the location of the
sfericspectraand (b) the spectraldetail functionex- minimum of F in/•-h • space;thus h•= 83.3 km and
tracted from the sferic spectrum.
/• = 0.49 km-1 form the ionospheric
measurement.
1.0
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definedby thesetwo parameters
for Ne - 10ø-103
cm-3 (whichis the rangeof Ne to whichthe VLF
propagation is sensitive,as was discussedin section

3.1).
The modeledspectrum in Figure 7b was calculated
:•=-:--:•...--.>?.--:'-':::.,
:'-"•':•,••
.•:• F
usinga modelreturnstrokewithparameters
a - 104

...........

....•i-i•.?::""----:i:::-'::>•:::•
..... ß

........
-::-::-:;'-::•:
'-::-'½:$•
•-.-•:•:-"*•?-•'•' .•:•- •.'•

s-•, b- 3x 10• s-•, andi90 - 34 kA, in the notation of (5). These parameterswere chosento give
good visual agreementbetween the broad spectral
amplitude of the modeled and observedspectra to
highlight the overall agreementbetweenthe modeled
and observedspectra. By varying the return stroke
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Figure

7.

Extraction of ionospheric parameters

from measuredspectraldetails. (a) Contour plot of
F versus/3 and W. The minimum givesthe best fit
ionospherefor this particular observation. (b) The
observedand best fit modeled sferic spectra on a frequencyscalehighlightingthe fine-featureagreement.
(c) The measuredD regionelectrondensityprofile.

parameters to achieve good agreement with an observed spectrum, the return stroke waveform could
also be inferred from average or individual sferics,
but this is not the focus of this work.

An implicit assumptionof the LWPC propagation
model is that the ground altitude along a propagation path is constant. In reality, this is not a
valid assumption for the typical land paths considered here. The electromagnetic boundary conditions
at the lower waveguide interface are enforced at the
ground altitude, sothe propagationis sensitiveto the
difference of the ionospheric height and the ground
height. Thus the inferred path-averaged ionosphere
is measured relative to the average ground altitude
of the sferic propagation path. This fact must be
accounted for when comparing inferred ionospheres
along propagation paths with different mean ground

altitudes. The mean ground altitude (referencedto
sea level) of this propagationpath is 1.7 km, implying that ht - 85.0 referencedto sea level.
5.2. $imultaneous• Multiple-Location
Ionospheric Measurements

Using the same time period as in the previous ex-

ample (July 22, 1996, 0415-0445 UT), we can also
infer D region electron densities along a number of
different sferic propagation paths, both to verify the
consistencyof the ionosphericparameter extraction
along paths that overlap and to produce simultaneous D region measurementsover a large portion
of the

The plot showsthat a changein h' of 0.2 km or in/3

continental

United

States.

The

three

loca-

tions (in addition to that of the previousexample)

of 0.01km-• produces
distinguishably
worseagree- that had enough lightning to produce a satisfactory
ment, indicating the precision of this measurement.
Figure 7b shows good agreement between the observedand best fit modeled spectral amplitudeson

measurement are as follows: 28.1ø-28.5øN, 108.9ø109.2øW; 35.2ø-35.4øN, 104.5ø-104.8øW; and 35.8ø36.2øN, 87.5ø-88øW. The mean ground altitudes of

a frequencyscalehighlightingthe fine-featureagreement. Figure 7c showsthe electron density profile

these three paths are 0.5 km, 1.6 km, and 1.2 km,
respectively.
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Figure 8 shows, for each location, the measured
averagespectrum and the best fit modeled spectrum
that produced the ionospheric measurement. Rea-

sonablereturn strokeparametersare usedin (5) to
produce the modeled spectra for these four locations.
The agreement in the alignment of the fine features
between theory and measurement is comparable to
the agreement displayed for the previous example in
Figure 7. The fact that the fine features between 4
and 20 kHz agree well with the model indicates that
the inferred electron density profiles are accurate.
Figure 9 shows a map of the propagation paths

Figure 9. Map of propagation paths to Stanford
labeled with simultaneous extracted ionospheric pa-

to Stanford

rametersh• (referenced
to sealevel) and/•.

from

these three

locations

and the one

analyzed in section 5.1. Each path is labeled with

the inferred ionosphericparameters(h• and •) for
this period based on the spectral fits shown in Figure 8. Each h • is referenced

to sea level so that

the

ionosphereover each path can be directly compared.
The slight differencein ,J on the overlapping paths is
comparable to the uncertainty of this measurement

technique(as discussed
in section6), but if the difference is real it is likely due to the fact that the
eastern portion of the longer path was farther removed from

sunset and had relaxed

more than

the

western portion. There is also a significant ionospheric height change of -•1 km from the center of
the United States to the southernmostportion. It is
difficult to place this measurement in the context of
other measurements

because no simultaneous

gion measurementover such a large geographicarea
has been made before.

This example highlights the potential of this technique for the measurement of the D region. With
just a few more strategically placed receiving stations, these five source regions could produce pathaveraged measurements along 20 or more propagation paths. An image of the ionosphereover the entire United States can in principle be produced by a
tomographic reconstructionof the spatial variation of
D region height and sharpnessbased on many pathintegrated measurements.

D re-

6.

Uncertainties

in the

Electron

Density Measurement
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our ionosphericmeasurement: the unknown ion density profile and the possiblepresenceof ionospheric
inhomogeneities. We show that their effects are

small, and we estimate the total uncertainty (from
modeling uncertainties and the precision of the ex-

-- modeled traction technique)in h• to be +0.3 km and the total
uncertaintyin/• to be +0.02 km-•
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Figure 8. Observed and best fit theoretical sferic
spectra on July 22, 1996, from 0415-0445 UT for
sfericsoriginating in three other geographicareas.

modeledsfericspectrum, which suggeststhat the uncertainty in this quantity could lead to uncertainty in
the extraction of h• and • from observedsferics. This
uncertainty can be quantitatively investigatedby calculating a sferic spectrum with an ion density profile

different
fromthe assumed
N?rain= 3 x 102 cm-3
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and then by extracting h• and • from this modeled
spectrum, assumingthe standard ion density profile.
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Conclusions

Assumingh• - 85.0 km and • - 0.5 km-1, an

We have compared measurements of the characteristics of VLF radio atmosphericswith theoretical
extracted ionosphereof h• - 85.1 km and • - 0.51
propagation predictions to infer the nighttime D rekm-1, whileaniondensity
ofN/+rain
- 6.0x102
cm-3 gion electron density profile along the sferic propleadsto an extracted ionosphereof h• - 84.8 km and
agation path in the Earth-ionospherewaveguide. A
• - 0.49 km-•. Clearly,decreasing
the ion density generaltheoretical formulation for the propagationof
raises and sharpensthe ionosphere,while increasing
single-frequencyVLF signalsin the Earth-ionosphere
the ion density has the oppositeeffect. However, the
waveguidedevelopedby Budden[1962]and implemagnitude of the effect of a factor of 2 changein the
mentedin a computercode [Pappertand Ferguson,
ion densityis small in terms of h• and • comparedto
1986,andreferences
therein]wasadaptedto solvethe
the observedvariations, and it doesnot significantly
problem of the propagation of transient VLF signals.
affect our ability to accuratelyinfer the D regionelecIn an effort to understand the range of D region
tron density profile.
ionosphericparametersthat can be inferred usingobservedVLF sferics,the effectsof various ionospheric
conditions and parameters on the characteristicsof
6.2. Ionospheric Inhomogeneities

iondensity
of N/+rain
= 1.5x 102cm-3 leadsto an

For all of the measurementspresentedin this paper
the ionospherehas been assumedto be homogeneous
along the propagation path. In reality, the ionosphereis almostcertainly inhomogeneous
to somedegree, which may introduce further uncertainty in the
extractedh• and •. It is important to verify that even
in the presenceof ionosphericinhomogeneities,sferic
characteristicsare determined by the path-averaged
ionosphere.
To do this, we follow a proceduresimilar to that in
the previoussectionand calculate a sferic spectrum
for a sharply inhomogeneousionospherewith h• =
84.0 km over the propagation path from source to
midpoint and h• = 81.0 km over the path from mid-

VLF (>1.5 kHz) sfericswere theoretically investigated. Becausethe sferic spectrum was found to be

a better indicator of these parameters than the sferic
waveform, all comparisonsof theory and observation
were made in the frequency domain. The details of
the sfericspectrumwere shownto be strongly dependent on the height and sharpnessof a two-parameter
model ionosphere.
Observedsfericsoriginating in lightning discharges

occurring in a small geographicregion (as documented by the National Lightning Detection Network) were temporally averaged to reinforce the

propagation effects to be measured and reduce the
effects of sourcevariability and noise. Spectra were
computed for a number of different ionospheres,and
point to receiver.The sharpness
• = 0.5 km-• over the ionospherethat produced the best agreement
both portions. Extracting h• and • from this spec- with the observedsferic spectrum was extracted. It
trum (assuminga homogeneous
ionosphere)yields should be emphasizedthat this technique infers elech• = 82.5 km and • = 0.51 km-•
This shows tron density profiles relative to the average ground
that the sferic spectrum is controlled by the pathaltitude of a particular propagation path.
averagedionosphericheight and that the presenceof
The D region measurementtechniquewas also apa significant ionosphericheight inhomogeneitydoes plied to multiple propagation paths. Simultaneous
not introduce a significant uncertainty in the exnighttime measurementsusing sferics from five diftracted parameters.
ferent lightninglocations(all receivedat Stanford)
showedan ionosphericheight increase of 2 km from
A similarcalculationwith a constantheight(h• -

82.5 km) and an inhomogeneous
sharpness
(• = 0.55

north to south across much of the United

States.

inkm-• overthe first half of the path, and • -0.45
km-1 overthe latterportion)givesextracted
homo- troduced by the precision of the extraction, the unAn evaluation

geneousionosphericparametersof h•:

82.5 km and

of the errors in the measurement

certainty in the ion density profile, and the uncer-

• = 0.49 km-•

This verifiesthat the sfericspec- tainty in the ionospherichomogeneityshowedthat
trum is controlled by the path-averaged ionospheric uncertainties
of only +0.3 km in h' and +0.02 km-•
height and sharpness,even in the presenceof significant inhomogeneitiesin these quantities.

in /• are to be expected. The observed variation

of h' was significantlygreater than this uncertainty.
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Quantitative evaluation of the accuracy of this measurement technique will have to wait for the development of an independent technique for measuring
large-scale D region electron densities.
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